
Speed up Your Cashing-up Procedure!
Weigh	and	Pay	at	the	Service	Counter
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UC3 Line cash register software

Collect	payments	direct	at	the	service	counter.	Develop	your	METTLER	TOLEDO	weighing	
technology	into	a	high-performance,	complete	solution	for	weighing	and	payment	collection	
with	the	UC3	Line	cash	register	software.	This	application	not	only	saves	time	and	space,	but	
also	simplifies	and	accelerates	your	operational	procedures.	Consequently,	customers	can	
avoid	unnecessary	waiting	for	their	produce.	

Through	combining	UC3	Line	weighing	technology	and	UC3	Line	cash	register	software,	
you	will	be	guaranteed	a	visually	and	functionally	uniform	solution,	which	meets	all	of	
your	requirements	for	weighing	and	payment	collection	at	the	sales	counter.	Rather	than	
integrating	devices	and	software	from	several	manufacturers,	which	tends	to	prove	complex	
and	laborious,	at	METTLER	TOLEDO	technology	and	service	go	hand	in	hand.	Leaving	you	
time to concentrate on what really matters: your business.



Cashing up with ease 
With the UC3 Line cash register 
software	you	can	expand	your	
scale into a fully functional cash 
register at the sales counter. This 
includes	the	convenient	UC3	Line	
interactive touchscreen operation 
from	which	many	users	already	
reap	the	benefits.	The	clear	and	
intuitive	menu	guidance	as	well	
as	the	simple,	self-explanatory	
touchscreen icons mean that 
time-consuming	training	relating	
to the cash register functions is 
now	a	thing	of	the	past.	Regard-
less	of	whether	it	is	a	standard	sale	
counter	transaction,	acceptance	of	
pre-orders	or	collections	of	delivery	
notes,	with	the	cash	register	func-
tions of the UC3 Line software you 
are	in	a	position	to	flexibly	tailor	the	
delivery	and	payment	conditions	
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Highly	Flexible	and	Convenient

to	the	special	requirements	of	your	
customers. 

Rapid service – even during  
peak shopping times
This	lightens	the	burden	on	
employees,	not	only	in	the	run-up	
to	long	weekends.	Pre-orders	can	
be	conveniently	created,	edited	
and,	if	required,	canceled	with	the	
UC3 Line cash register software. 
Even	pre-orders	including	deposits	
can	be	processed	with	ease.

Low on cash – without losing 
income
UC3 Line cash register software 
supports	electronic	funds	transfers.	
The	optional	interface	of	the	EC	
terminal	function	is	used	to	transfer	
amounts to electronic cash termi-
nals.

Promotional sales discounts
A	20	percent	discount	for	the	local	
shooting	club?	A	rebate	in	kind	for	
the	firemen's	parade?	Regardless	of	
whether	it	is	a	percentage	discount	
or	a	fixed	discount	of	£20,	to	be	
applied	to	just	an	individual	item	or	
an entire purchase. The UC3 Line 
cash	register	software	provides	
you	with	all	the	freedom	you	need	
to	determine	prices	on	a	customer	
and	a	case-related	basis.

Sophisticated customer manage-
ment included
Your UC3 Line weighing solution 
not only ensures a seamless con-
nection	to	your	goods	management	
system,	but	is	also	the	first	choice	
when it comes to managing your 
customers. You can use the UC3 
cash	register	software,	to	easily	
and	efficiently	maintain	customers	
who	use	delivery	notes;	manage	
delivery	addresses,	telephone	num-
bers	and	contact	names.	Plus	you	
can	scan	and	manage	debit	cards.



You're in control
The UC3 line cash register software generates final 
turnover	reports	and	balance	sheets	in	no	time	at	
all.	Regardless	of	whether	it	is	for	an	individual	cash	
register	drawer,	on	a	branch	basis	or	broken	down	by	
employee	–	the	decision	is	yours.	Fast	moving	prod-
ucts or slow sellers? With the cash register solution 
fully	integrated	into	your	goods	management	system	
and	the	reporting	configured	in	line	with	your	needs,	
you are in a position to create evaluations that are 
finely	tailored	to	your	requirements.	What's	more,	you	
will	be	kept	up-to-date	with	an	overview	of	sales.

Payment options
Whether	it	will	be	cash,	debit	card	or	EC	card	for	
individuals	or	delivery	notes	and	invoices	for	major	
customers	and	corporate	clients:	You	are	in	the	driv-
ing	seat	when	it	comes	to	deciding	which	payment	
options	are	provided	to	your	customers.	This	offers	a	
sophisticated	solution	for	your	corporate	clients,	due	
to	the	fact	that	it	prevents	unnecessary	administrative	
costs.	You	take	the	daily	orders	on	the	delivery	note	
and	create	a	detailed	collective	invoice	on	a	weekly	
or monthly basis. This proves particularly beneficial 
in	the	case	of	pre-orders.	The	split	payment	method	
means	that	even	combined	payments	are	an	option,	
for	example,	cash	deposit	with	the	remaining	balance	
to	be	settled	upon	collection	by	EC	card.

Home in no time at all
The optional "Count cash" function allows you to 
calculate	takings	by	weighing	coins	and	entering	
the	notes	taken	from	each	day's	business.	The	total	
	takings	from	coinage	and	notes	can	be	subsequently	
printed	out	in	the	form	of	a	report	or	included	in	the	
balancing of the cash registers. 
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For further information
www.mt.com/retail

Technical data
UC3 Line cash register software

Any more for any more? 
The following functions are optionally available 
for your UC3 weighing solution with cash register 
software:
•	Proof	of	origin
•	Promotions
•	Receipt	forwarding*
•	Cross	Merchandising	with	Fresh	Promoter*
•	Flash	animations*	

*		Exclusively	available	for	scales	of	the	UC3	Professional	Line	
series.

ISO 9001 Quality management certification
ISO	14001	Environmental	management	certification
Internet: http://www.mt.com
Worldwide	service

Subject to technical changes
©	02/2010	Mettler-Toledo	AG
Printed	in	Germany	22020823
Global	MarCom	Switzerland

Functions and features

General cash register functions
Cash register on/off
Variable	configuration	of	the	cash	register	drawer	 
(with/without	access	to	drawer	at	anytime)
Proceeds/outgoings
Float
Cash	delivery/balancing	of	cash	registers

Additions/deductions
Percentage/absolute	values
Based	on	individual	items	and	total
Rebate	in	kind

Pre-order sales slip
Pre-order	sales	slip	number	automatic /manual
Pre-order	with	deposit
Edit/cancel	pre-order
Scan	pre-order	sales	slip

Produce slip
Produce	slip	number	automatic/manual
Cancel	produce	slip
Scan	produce	slip	(produce	slip	number	encoded	in	EAN)

Sales slip
Display/print	intermediate	revenue
Sales	slip	balancing	(including	returns)/repetition

Delivery note
Delivery	note	with/without	debit	card

Payment methods
Cash/electronic cash
Foreign currencies
Vouchers	and	meal	coupons	(can	be	individually	defined)
Split	payment	method

Cash register reports
Intermediate/final	revenue
Cash balance
Grand	total

Standard UC3 Line functions
Service	counter:	Rapid	and	continual	service,	live	receipt,	price	marking,	
scaled	price	functionality,	comprehensive	cancellation	functions,	extensive	
taring	options,	item-related	functions,	large-volume	sales,	inventory	functions,	
freely	configurable	reporting,	online	help,	info	and	guided	texts.

Pre-packing:	Automatic	or	manual	weighing	with	or	without	pushbutton,	batch	
mode,	re-weighing,	price	reverse	projection	with	label,	total	or	two	labels.

All	scales	from	the	UC3	Line	are	equipped	as	standard	with	an	interface	for	
connection	to	a	cash	register	drawer.	

UC3-RTT-A with optional cash register drawer


